Walkway paths (sidewalks) to/from Building H to other facilities

Guidelines for Walking in or near the car wash, repair shops and pedestrian path

12. Exercise caution and look both ways before crossing in front of the train car wash or train garage entrance. Train cars can often be very quiet as they move in and out of these service areas.

13. When going into a car maintenance facility, avoid entering through the car bay areas or creating shortcuts through one bay to get to another side.

14. When walking to and from the parking garage or from one building to another, use the established pedestrian walkway (see blue footprints on map). This is your safest route.

15. Pedestrians must use walkway to and from the parking garage and other buildings in the rail yard. (see map).

16. Use caution when walking along the path that runs between the rail yard and Greenbelt Station. You need a Universal Loop Key to access the gates that remain locked. The path includes areas not easily visible and a bridge which runs under the beltway.

Greenbelt Rail Yard
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and Guidelines for Rail Yard Safety

- PEDESTRIANS
- MOTORISTS
- BICYCLISTS

Greenbelt Rail Yard
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